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Figure 1: Indirect lighting (exposure in b and c increased for printouts) on three test scenes rendered with different materials: (a) multilayer
coated plastic material, (b) measured materials on a ring, (c) CTD material on a car. The insets show difference to reference in CIE’76
∆E. Top: single Gaussian, bottom: our local Gaussian approximation. We can render both analytic (a, c) and measured materials (b) more
robustly because the local Gaussian approximation facilitates more even exploration of path space.
Abstract
Many light transport related techniques require an analysis of the
blur width of light scattering at a path vertex, for instance a Beck-
mann roughness. Such use cases are for instance analysis of ex-
pected variance (and potential biased countermeasures in produc-
tion rendering), radiance caching or directionally dependent vir-
tual point light sources, or determination of step sizes in the path
space Metropolis light transport framework: recent advanced mu-
tation strategies for Metropolis Light Transport [Veach 1997], such
as Manifold Exploration [Jakob 2013] and Half Vector Space Light
Transport [Kaplanyan et al. 2014] employ local curvature of the
BSDFs (such as an average Beckmann roughness) at all interac-
tions along the path in order to determine an optimal mutation step
size. A single average Beckmann roughness, however, can be a bad
fit for complex measured materials (such as [Matusik et al. 2003])
and, moreover, such curvature is completely undefined for layered
materials as it depends on the active scattering layer. We propose
a robust estimation of local curvature for BSDFs of any complex-
ity by using local Beckmann approximations, taking into account
additional factors such as both incident and outgoing direction.
Keywords: global illumination, half vector space, light transport
Concepts: •Computing methodologies → Reflectance model-
ing; Ray tracing;
1 Local Beckmann Roughness Estimation
Our technique is based on the following observation: while for in-
stance Half Vector Space Light Transport uses a Gaussian approx-
imation of the BSDF, this approximation is used only locally to
compute an average step size for path mutations. For BSDFs that
cannot be approximated globally with a Gaussian, we compute a
local approximation and use this to compute the step size (see Fig-
ure 2). We deliberately selected the Beckmann distribution for its
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Figure 2: A measured BSDF (MERL nickel) approximated by two
local Gaussians at positions tan θh = t1 and t2 respectively. These
match the local shape much better than a single global Gaussian.
convenient properties, such as closed form multiplication and con-
volution, easy Fourier transform and computation of bandlimits and
confidence intervals, as well as known optimal mutation step size.
Specifically, considering a path vertex v, with incoming and outgo-
ing directions i and o, we are looking for σv such that:
fr(i, o) ≈ kve−
(
tan θh
σv
)2
, (1)
where θh is the zenith angle of the half vector and kv folds all the
other terms of the full BSDF. In a first-order approximation, we find
σv by computing the derivative of fr with respect to tan θh:
d fr(i, o)
d(tan θh)
=
−2 tan θh
σ2v
fr(i, o) (2)
⇒ σ2v = (−2 tan θh) fr(i, o)
(
d fr(i, o)
d(tan θh)
)−1
(3)
Equation (3) gives the variance for a local approximation of the
BSDF by a Gaussian as a function of the reflectance and its deriva-
tive. If we have an explicit formulation of the BSDF, we compute
the derivative analytically. For measured BSDFs, we compute the
derivative through finite differences.
For BSDFs with multiple components, for instance a diffuse lobe
plus a glossy lobe, Equation (3) automatically accounts for their
relative importance: with a small diffuse lobe and a large glossy
lobe, it is almost equal to the standard deviation of the glossy lobe.
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Figure 3: Convergence of the test scenes in Figure 4 as a function of time: average Lab difference per pixel (each point correspond to a
different simulation). Using local Beckmann roughness to estimate mutation step size improves performance.
If the diffuse lobe dominates, Equation (3) gives larger values, con-
sistent with the diffuse behaviour.
This local standard deviation can be inserted into the Half Vector
Space Light Transport algorithm [Kaplanyan et al. 2014, Sec. 6.1].
For measured and multilobe BSDFs, the standard deviation depends
on the distance to the specular reflected direction (see Figure 2): if
we are far from the specular lobe, the diffuse component dominates,
the estimated roughness is large, and we will explore a large area
in path space. In the next iteration step we might be close to the
specular lobe at this vertex, the estimated roughness will be small,
and we will concentrate our exploration over a small neighborhood.
2 Results
We evaluated our method on different test scenes using measured
materials (steel, brass, chrome [Matusik et al. 2003]) and analytic
BSDF models with non-Gaussian distribution (see Figure 1 and 4).
We used the CTD reflectance model [Holzschuch and Pacanowski
2015], which lets us edit the shininess of the materials while keep-
ing other characteristics. For all test scenes we computed several
images with increasing number of mutations per pixels and for each
we show the Euclidean distance in Lab space (CIE’76 ∆E) to a ref-
erence solution. We compare to the baseline using a global average
roughness, i.e. a single Gaussian. Visually, our method provides
sharper reflections for highly-glossy materials, especially in com-
bination with a more diffuse substrate. Benefits exist but are less
obvious for rougher materials.
Figure 3 shows average Lab difference per pixel as a function of
computation time. We used time as a metric to account for the
cost of our method. The impact of derivative computation is small;
longer runtimes are mainly due to longer Markov chains exploring
complicated regions more thoroughly. We get an average speed-up
of 50%: half the computation time for the same quality. The gain
can be higher, up to 3× faster, depending on scene properties.
3 Conclusion
We proposed a simple method to extract local Beckmann roughness
out of arbitrary (layered or measured) materials. This is a locally
good fit to the actual half vector distribution and we showed how
to improve Half Vector Space Light Transport by employing this
approximation to derive mutation step sizes. The improvements of
using a local Beckmann roughness are especially visible for highly
glossy materials and long glossy chains, as can be found in the ring
scene. We envision that more use cases can profit from this local
approximation, such as more precise estimation of light field blur
along a path.
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Figure 4: The test scenes with full global illumination (not only indirect light as Figure 1).
